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1 INTRODUCTION 
In today's modern age, when people's tasks are being defined by the technology they 
use, technology has become the verb - type, phone, tweet, Google, e-mail, blog - and 
as such, it is only natural that children will come to embrace more technology as they 
develop. The "reader" can already refer to a piece of equipment, and the time may come 
when reading specifically refers to that hardware interaction. 

While an "all digital" book-reading future is still too far away, the technologies that allow 
for it already exist, and both publishers and the public are facing uncertainty regarding 
the future of the book industry. As such, numerous publishers are now experimenting 
with electronic publishing, whether within their own enterprises or through outsourcing 
to new service providers. l 

But, when looking at children's literature, what are publishers trying to achieve? The 
modern child can already be provided with various books on a range of topics and at 
various reading levels - as well as computer programmes for fun as well as education. 
As computers become smaller and more portable - which for the foreseeab le future will 
be in the form of tablets and smart-phones - it is more than likely that many children 
will gravitate towards them as operational and reading tools. Publishers of children's 
books should be wary of simply pushing potentially distracting media content in the 
way of the text in order to keep the text interesting. Rather, to stay true to the idea of 
books, somehow they need to present text creatively, with multimedia content that is 
subjective and supplementary. 

This has been done in books before, and creating a book with pictures, puzzles, variable 
plots (as seen in game and adventure books) and even mechanical features (in the form 
of pop-up, or paper-engineered, books) is no new or hard task; nor is the idea of creating 
a book which the reader is required to interact with physically. This article represents 
the first step in on-going research to ascertain the importance of an interactive narrative 
in literature intended for early childhood reading (ages ten and below) as was presented 
at the IBBY Africa 2011 conference in Polokwane. 

2 READING AS WE KNOW IT 
For an adult, leisure reading is a portable portal away from everyday stresses. It can be 
relaxing, yet equally invigorating and all-consuming. Having gained a competent level 
of literacy, all readers need do is let the words sink into their minds, and allow their 
imaginations to do the rest. But why is this not the same with children? 

Some children start reading from a young age and never stop; but it is also true that some 
children would rather be playing their PlayStation TM or some other device. The fact is 
that certain interactions are more intuitive than others. Reading is a learned technique, 
and is only available through the channels of sight, sound and repetition. For children to 
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become engaged in reading, adults are re uire 
lIke (Gallas 1999:87-88). ' q d to demonstrate what reading should be 

How do adults make texts accessible to children? . 
effects and acting out characters t t .. They tell stones by making sound-

k· 0 crea e UDlverses Th h k 
as mg questions, and answer any that . th . ey c ec comprehension by 
. come 111 e other wE· . 
IS a need to keep young listeners interested _ th h. ay. ntertamment aSIde, there 
becomes an inclusive activity This is th rolu

g 
VISual and verbal actions reading 

d· . e natura method and . h . . 
rea mg to the "uninitiated" is simply dull (Gallas 1999) '. WIt out It, the Idea of 
can learn to create their own worlds within th fi· UntIl .such a tune that children 
f, . e con nes ofa gIve · fl· 
ormIng a sort of imaginative fusion _ it I·S the .b.l. n pIece 0 Iterature-

t f: ·1· responsllltyofcar . 
o aCI Itate that genesis. Reading is only an ob til eglvers and educators 

d· . sac eso ongasthete t . d . 
an maccesslble. In the early stages it is crucial to develo x as In eClpherable 
been done for generations. p the necessary skIlls, as has 

2.1 WHAT HAS CHANGED? 

In an increasingly multimedia environment, while childr . . 
readmg for enjoyment must compete with tele . . d en are stIli learnmg to read, 
literature is still a strong field with bo k b . vlsl~n an other medIa. WhIle children's 
and purposes, there are two ~pes of b:~ks eIn; Ph

u 
IIshed that cover all manner of plots 

production costs) by modern technol w ;c are easIly supplanted (largely due to 
reader with a variable narrative _ an~~ name y: the game-book - which provides the 
technology has enabled a host of d· ·t I e pop-up book. The proliferation of computer 
purpose. Game-books have beco~~1 a mat~nal to be developed which serves the Same 
resurrection on tablet devices as mUlt::: :~games, and pop-up books are seeing a 
ofmuitimedia and conventional read· ffi. anced applIcatIOns. To tackle the world 
to take to fighting "in the iShad " ~~g ~ eC;lvely, It seems that publishers will have 
benchmark and publishers' task iset; sati:tye;: opment of Apple's tablet has created a 
what the elusive perfect e-book is a d h mankd,. whIle testmg the waters to find out 

n ow to rna e It readable for children. 
However, it is important to keep in mind that childr 
protest the fact - do want to learn and t en - no matter how much they may 
With new developments in elec~onic w~to prove what they have learned even more. 
approaching, as Edward Nawotka (20 ~~~ n~;~slt ,~eems that a ne,,: era in :ducation is 
more analogous to how we reall 1 .. Non-Imear app readmg IS perhaps 
supported by Eliza Dresang (2~8~arnh than readmg a straIght narrative." This is further 
approaching [reading and ·t· J. ':' 0 argues that for chIldren "their natural way of 

wn Ing IS hypertextually'''. 

While modern children are exp d t I . . 
environment (Smith 2010.2-3) ose , 0 a arge degree, to a . muitunedJa-enriched 
features· . . , and the lure of other actIvItIes IS strong, when these 
audit are InCorporated mto books they "address the fuB spectrum of comprehension. 
chil;ry, ;IS::, and kinaesthetIc/tactile" (Hazelwood 20 11). Interactive literature allow~ 

en 0 e a character and embark on an adventure where they are confronted 
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o ce they have been hi h they themselves must overcome. n 
with numerous challenges, w c . ' 1 th in terms of engrossment 
shown how to do it, any interactive activity can equa ano er-

at least. . "1 t gaming 
. d hild readers with an expenence simi ar 0 , 

Interactive literature can proVI e c . t es interactive literature allows for 
but uillque in its own way. In a similar way 0 gam 'd wI'th the self rather than the 

. h th reader IS concerne , 
an immersive expenence were .e h cter directly through the reader, and 
"other". What is expenenced applIes to the. c ara . h kind of rnoral - the 

, . ' 11 that which alms to teac some . 
for children s lIterature - especla y f' t' hildren 's fiction is not Just for 

. A h th a plicability 0 mterac Ive c 
message is direct. s suc, e p , t through role-play. This is because, 

. b t c truly comprehendmg a tex l' language learnmg, u ,or J' t' s according to their persona Ity, 
in a story, characters may not always pel ,orm

h 
ac It on t'cs which exist to justify their 

1 d' have c arac ens I 
but rather - as they are p ot eVlces - _ and de ending on the degree of intended 
actions; however, when readers are mvolve! h p cteristics temporari Iy to see the 
immersion and control - they can adopt ese c ara to suit their characteristics. 

. f' r adJ'ust the expenence . . 
actions from that pomt 0 View, 0 . h cter is defined not by hiS or 

. d I' t theories of narrative a c ara "F or formalIst an structura IS . der but [" .J by what 
. h ' I D atures SOCial status or even gen , 

her psychological traits, p YSlca .e '. which they participate" (Simons 2007). 
he or she does and his or her role m the story 10 

3 PRIOR TECHNOLOGY ..,. 
. ctronic a e people's interactIOn With mformatlOn 

Before in the arrival of the ele h
g 

'. I "or that matter). Information could 
I I hYSical (or mec anlca " 

products was comp ete y p Id b d with a little design and glue to 
d that paper cou e prepare 

be provided on paper an com artmentalised Christmas calendars to books 
create any number of processes, frkom d P teractl've literature (including role-playmg 

. bl art pop-up boo s, an 10 With movea e P s, , t 11 . t this category, where readers are 
b k) Even some colourmg books can a mo. 

game- 00 s . . f the world through their ommpotent crayons. 
involved m the construction 0 

. f the children's book industry, these books do 
While not the mamstream format 0. d It 'minds but are naturally limited by their 
occupy ~ particularly nostalg~c place ~::e ~h~ldren re~ch the stage where they, can truly 
productIOn costs and their au lence. I'k I t turn to a computer rather than pagmg 

. they are more ley 0 ' 
enjoy a role-playmg game, , the character page (as prior role-playing game 
back and forth and pencilling m sco~es ~n 'tb less specialised production) simpler game 
books required). At a younger age anthwtl ks (such as tracing the correct vine down a 

. k t' g the reader WI as 
picture-boo s presen m th \cano or into the forest, again), are a common 
cliff, or choosmg whether to go to e vo 
and memorable genre. 

el over- ower the need for such books however, and 
The personal computer can larg ~ P e towards mobile devices. Electronic media 

. d futu trends are ,or a mov . 
current proJecte rel.ty 'th more levels of intricate interaction, without havmg to 
allow for greater versatJ I WI 
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look towards specialist printing. But, electronic media need not be the enemy of print. 
As the idea of e-reading becomes more prominent, it is fully plausible to create an 
e-book which is able to recreate the feel of a book, while embracing new technology. 

4 MAKING THE MOST OF THE 
TECHNOLOGY 

Like most technological revolutions, the technology is in existence, but until a major 
manufacturer takes it up and popularises it, nothing is seen of it. The change in modem 
times has come about as a result of the change in distribution. During the 1990s, 
when technology was migrating over to CD-ROMs, along with the development of 
graphical operating systems, people were being exposed to the idea of interactive ways 
of learning. One the biggest leaps came in the form of Microsoft Encarta (1993); while 
the encyclopaedia retained its topic- and text-based structure, it was able to enhance the 
content by providing extra image, video, and interactive content, as well as a non-linear 
structure. This evolutionary format was poised to continue as users grew accustomed to 
on-screen reading thanks to the development of office software, but digital distribution 
changed. 

While the Internet did not pose much of a threat to software in its early days, with the 
advent of broadband lines and wireless access, the age of the disc is dying. While it 
is still a primary means of delivery for large amounts of data (such as software and 
high-resolution video), support material exists mostly in electronic form (accessible 
via tbe web) and where broadband has truly permeated a society, a disc-less generation 
is evolving. However, in South Africa, it is evolving faster than the medium can keep 
up. Outside of the highly-developed world (those countries with deep broadband 
infrastructure and penetration), the Internet is an insufficient medium for distributing 
high-quality multimedia content. Although the enhanced e-books being created for 
modern tablets will find their way to South African shores, they may not become 
mainstream so long as the price and infrastructure barriers remain up and limit fast 
Internet access to more affluent areas of society. 

5 ISSUES OF DIGITAL READING 
The question of enjoying e-books is always accompanied by several problems. Apart 
from individual preferences for the tactile experience of reading printed books, as well 
as numerous arguments about copyright ownership, the biggest issue is often that of the 
screen. While people may be growing more comfortable with reading from electronic 
screens, e-book reading has only truly become a mainstream option since the adoption of 
E-Jnk thanks to the popular Amazon Kindle™ This e-reader has two powerful features, 
namely: Whispemet which operates in conjunction with the Amazon database, and its 
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E-Ink screen. Numerous studies have shown that, in general, reading habits increase with 
a comfortable screen and with a dedicated device (Fowler & Baca 2010; Maynard 2010; 
Pattuelli & Rabina 2010). And as such, comfortable, prolonged e-reading is really only 
possible with the new display technologies (some of which are in the pipeline already, with 
Pixel Qi and Mirasol being interesting examples). 

However, it is likely that people will be letting go of the current displays any time soon, 
and somehow they are forcing themselves to adapt to a more screen-represented reality. 
For children growing up with mobile communication, they have no problem messaging 
and reading for hours on MXit or BlackBerry Messenger (BBM). By a similar token, 
computer games and computer-viewed television and films are continuing to help 
people adapt to a life of instant computer-based entertainment. On-screen text naturally 
presents issues, as is continually argued in the numerous liquid crystal display (LCD) 
versus E-Ink debates, where backlit displays are generally agreed to cause eye-strain. 
But, again it has to be said that people will find a way to put up with it. On-screen textual 
pages which are divided by images and inter-linked into independent units, give users 
access to e-newspapers or whatever else they may be interested in. Therefore, how is 
reading on a mobile device any different? Small amounts of text are presented at a time, 
and users request each new piece, choosing which story to follow. 

During story-time, the process is the same: the reader reads for the child, controlling 
the pace, giving small chunks, and prompting responses. When the reading process is 
interactive, somehow it becomes more inviting and more engaging. At a stage when 
children are trying to learn the task of reading, it makes sense for adult readers to 
encourage reading as an activity, demonstrating the type of excitement and enjoyment 
they would produce with their imagination - in silence (DeBruin-Parecki 2009:386). 

Therefore, when modern children reach for their cell-phone, laptop, or tablet to ease 
their boredom, it is possible to make that an opportunity for reading, by giving the 
young reader a book which prompts reading and interaction. Is it possible to produce a 
book which asks to go on, a book which, like a story-teller, can convey tone, timing and 
energy by presenting the text in a new way? 

6 WHICH TECHNOLOGIES ADDRESS 
INTERACTIVE READING? 

The idea behind interactive reading is not new, with numerous adventure books for 
children having been published throughout the twentieth century. In the age of computer 
interaction, however, a middle ground needs to be found where readers can enjoy the 
various benefits of the technology from which they are reading, while still perceiving 
what they are reading as a book. 
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DEVELOPING STORY-TIME 

Jesper Juul (2001) argues that "you cannot have interactivity and narration at the same 
time", His argument is based on the idea that when reading a story, the narration-time 
and the reading-time are separate, but at the moment of interaction they must merge, thus 
placing the reader in real-time, making it impossible to have events such as flashbacks, 
However, it is always possible when the reader is the protagonist, that the flashback can 
be malleable according to the reader's own "memories", thus affecting the plot in the 
same way other choices would, As will be discussed below, interaction can exist either 
as part of the plot, or as an opinion outside of the plot. 

8 HOW COULD THIS BE PRESENTED? 
There are various ways in which a story can be made immersive, For material that is not 
intended to be written with variable story-lines (which applies to most existing children's 
literature) a lot can rely on the role of the adult reader involved who interprets the voices 
and tones of the story and the characters (if they exist), There can be a different story
teller function, in which the role of the story-teller is to present options to the reader by 
forcing the child to respond, by asking for opinions, choices , or alternative options, As 
such, readers will reach a point in the narrative where, before they can go further, the 
narrator asks: "What would you in this situation?" The story is immersive in its ability 
to prompt readers to consider what they are reading, and dwell on the subject at hand, As 
such, this type of story has larger implications for educational/edutaining content, where 
a specific message needs to be conveyed, and has been shown to improve knowledge 
and language acquisition (Gallas 1999:92; Mol, Bus & De Jong 2009:992), 

Publishers need to be wary of the above point, however, Interrupting the narrative may 
have a natural feel at times, but it can also be a hindrance, There will be times when 
the child will need to simply "get on" and enjoy the content. Therefore, it is likely that 
certain conditions would need to be imposed in such narrator-content so as to make 
the interactivity: (1) as naturally akin to a listening-reader to storyteller relationship as 
possible; (2) not be seen as an obstacle but as part of the experience; (3) variable per 
experience (within reason); and (4) bypassable, 

These, however, would all be addressed through careful scripting, The first two points 
are a matter of realism and representative of a natural storytelling experience, as Marie 
Redmond and Niall Sweeney (1995:95) point out: "Two distinct styles of writing are 
required for the spoken and written word, The selection of words and the elimination of 
unnecessary phrases is vital in scripts that will be heard rather than read," Even when 
presented through text, the function is to replicate the role of the speaking story-teller. 
The third point requires multiple versions of this narration to exist, and for multIple 
responses to be accepted, While these need be limited according to the scope and 
context of the story, there needs to be a suitable variety, as while the reader may corne 
to expect certain questions and situations, nothing makes a story better than surpnses, 
and the narrator needs to challenge the reader on multiple levels through the dIfferent 
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readings. As for point four, it is sometimes the greater challenge for the readers to read 
by themselves. Modem ideas of enhanced e-books for children are already using this 
and offer a variety of modes, such as: the books are read aloud; the reader reads alone; or 
the reader engages in book-related activities (Piccione 2010; Rocbester 2011; Williams 
2011). It is important to give readers tbe option of reading by themselves in tbe same 
way they would after someone has read a book to them. To encourage tbe use of the 
"enbanced narration" (if you will), a publisher may wish to mandate it for a first-read 
_ after which otber modes are made available. However, tbe question is, what is the 
likelibood of the young reader wanting to explore all the features? Being a new feature, 
furtber research still needs to be done to see bow young readers react to these books. 

A second possible model for presenting the books would be books that are intended 
to be interactive from the start. Again, such books were developed in print form 
during tbe twentieth century _ examples including the Goosebumps and Choose your 
own adventure series of books _ tbough tbey naturally face stiff competition from the 
draw of computer-based entertainment. Despite the difference in medium, interactive 
storybooks still accomplish the same function in that they can place readers in the centre 
of tbe action _ whether they are the protagonist or whetber they assume another defined 
role _ where tbey are able to shape the story according to their actions. 

Following previous models, during the course of the story the reader is presented with 
certain objectives and is required to make cboices (each of whicb will shape how the 
story progresses). How this is presented will be based on the intended reader and the 
choice of the author/publisher. It can be highly text-based for more advanced readers, 
but also contain numerous pictures, or even largely be a picture book, all of wbicb 

depends on the cbosen device. 
In order to remain a book and encourage furtber reading, the core narrative sbould be 
presented througb text with any visual material supplementing it. On a digital platform 
each "page" will allow for a continuation of tbe narrative or for a challenge in the form 
ofa question or task. The original game-book model can be followed with preset choices 
leading to alternate pages (easily accomplishable through byperlinks), or through the 
use of images in which the solutions are hidden within the visual information, requiring 
the reader to, for example, trace out a path, pull back a leaf, or make out text hidden in 

a small shape. 
However, it is also wortb noting that the book can be presented in fluid forms, and 
take something from the world of games. While the appearance of a book sbould be 
maintained to some degree, sections can be designed to accept textual input and images 
and can adapt to feedback by providing speech bubbles and extra pieces of the narrative 
in the form of textual excerpts, By providing task feedback in real-time, the interaction 
can be made integral to the narrative and not distracting games/features in tbemselves 
(Redmond & Sweeney 1995:90). It is worthwhile bere to point out new narrative ideas 
as presented through books such as Milorad Pavic's Dictionary of the Khazars (1984) 
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Therefore, from an educational standpoint, the use of interactive literature can be 
beneficial in helping children to draw on their new knowledge skills with new media 
and technology. 

In South Africa, there are currently over 10.3 million active browsers (Charton 201 I), 
which means that there is a mixed-race group (Statistics South Africa 2011 :3) of 
technologically competent readers. As such, whatever method they may be using to 
connect, a fifth of the population is reading digitally, and it is only a short time before 
portable devices become more locally ubiquitous. While as yet the majority of the local 
market may not be ready to make the step towards interactive fiction, the time is coming 
when it may be a welcome tool, and those readers already reading actively on mobile 
devices can begin to benefit from it, at home, now. 

10 AMONG TEENAGERS 
Local projects have already taken place where the desire for interactivity has been 
shown. Steven Vosloo (with a sponsorship from the Shuttleworth Foundation) began 
the m4Lit (mobile phones for literacy) campaign in September 2009 by publishing the 
mobile novel Konlax . This was published through the mobile service MXit, and as of 
January 2011 had been read 9 000 times (Yoza Project 2011). 

The now-called Yoza Project seeks to continue publishing in this manner, under the 
expectation that the cellular phone is e-reader for Africa. While a large number of reads 
were prompted by the novelty factor, reviews of the actual novel and the process were 
positive. Readers were able to become involved in the story by discussing the events in 
the story as well as offering plot suggestions through MXit. Apart from asking for more 
stories in more languages, the feedback has asked for greater interactivity, allowing 
readers to shift the path of the story (Yoza Project 2010). This platform is aimed at 
teenage readers, but has shown nonetheless that the new generation is moving towards 
the idea of mobile reading, and that interactivity has a big part to play. 

The project now has a dedicated mobi site (yoza.mobi) and has 32 stories available 
for reading. Though currently the publishing project is on hold and its future seems 
uncertain, perhaps with a strong marketing campaign there will be a resurgence of 
interest. This new field provides a much needed practical demonstration of how stories 
can be presented through a cellular envirorunent. 

11 CONCLUSION 
This article was inspired by seeing children reaching for their parents ' cellphones when 
they were bored at a wedding. Rather than bring a book or a toy along, they just asked for 
the phones. Such an act showed quintessentially how comfortable modem children are 
around technology (Short 2010:39). While in the not too recent past the computer was a 
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ABSTRACT 
This article documents a reading and writing promotion project amongst learners 
attending under-privileged schools with Afrikaans as medium of instruction in the West 
and Eastern Cape. The premise of this study was that reading and writing should be ftm 
and thal books crealed for children should be reader centred. Learners were asked to take 
part in a voluntary writing competition which entailed writing down a joke or a riddle. 
These were selecled and compiled in an economically produced booklet that the learners 
could buy at a nominal price. 

Feedback from both the learners and teachers at participating schools revealed the 
booklet to be a great success. Two main factors that contributed to this success were: 
participation, i.e. the fact that the readers were part of the project which empowered them 
and fostered a sense of self-worth; and the fact that they could identifY with the book in 
terms of the language used and the circumstances portrayed in the book. The popularity 
of the book in terms of sales showed that even children with very little money will buy 
books that interest them. 

As this was a pilot project, the long-term advantages of the project cannot be predicted. 
However, the immediate effect of the project was visibly positive and could provide 
guidelines for the planning of similar reading promotion projects in the future. 
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